
Listening to the Eiffel Tower

by China Blue





Location:
Tour Eiffel, Paris France

Recording Dates:
September 26-28, 2007

September 26th
Recording Period: 10:00am – 3:00pm
Temperature: 50 – 51 deg.
Wind speed: 4.1-9.3 m/s
Wind direction: N & NNW
Visibility: 6.2 mi.
Events: Partly Cloudy, 1:30-2:00 light rain

September 28th
Recording Period: 10:30am – 12:00pm
Temperature: 53 – 57 deg.
Wind speed: 4.6 – 6.2 m/s
Wind direction: NW & NNW
Visibility: 4.3-5.0 mi.
Events: Light rain



I am artist who works with sound. In 2006 when I was wondering along the left 
bank of Paris I had the random thought that it would be interesting to make a 
sound piece based on the acoustics of La Tour Eiffel. A year later, I became the 
first person to record the Eiffel Tower.

The organization in charge of running the Tower gave me access to the monument to document it's 
ambient acoustics and vibrations - the intrinsic sounds of 7300 tons of 2,500,000 rivets and 18,038 
pieces of steel moving in the wind and in response to environmental changes, as well as the sonic 
environment of the 30,000 people who visit it daily as they move from the ground to the pinnacle. 
With the enormous help of the onsite consultant and Chief Technical Officer, Seth Horowitz, PhD., who 
headed the technical team, we succeeded in not only recorded from the publicly accessible regions, 
but our guide, Olivier Picard, took us to the machine room, home of the enormous 100 year old gears 
and motors that carry the visitors up and down the tower and the security stairwell just under the 
top level from which we found sound and vibrations from the elevators and the wind against the 
structure.

The scientific technology used to record the structure was a combination of in-ear binaural 
microphones and custom designed seismic microphones. The recordings that we captured are indeed 
fascinating as they represent both the physical nature of the structure as well as the human 
experience. With these resources I have been able to document the sound of the wind against the 
surfaces of the steel, the intermittent rumbles as the elevators moved up and down as well as the 
vibrations from people walking. With the binaural in-ear microphones I captured the ambient 
soundscape



The organization in charge of 
running the tower gave me 
access to the monument to 

document it's ambient 
acoustics and vibrations. This 

consisted of the intrinsic 
sounds of 7300 tons of 

2,500,000 rivets and 18,038 
pieces of steel moving in the 

wind and in response to 
environmental changes, as 

well as the sonic environment 
of the 30,000 people who visit 
it daily as they move from the 

ground to the pinnacle. 

The first location we recorded 
was here on the ground level 
in front of the Jules Verne 
Restaurant.



Dr. Seth Horowitz the Chief 
Technical Officer, is seen here 

setting up the equipment.



Equipment
We brought two 
pieces of every 
piece of equipment 
we could think of 
just to make sure 
we were well 
prepared.



Seth duct taped equipment to the tower while happily ignoring the no climbing sign.

Moments later the machine gun armed security guards discovered his renegade
behavior and demanded him to stop, not knowing that he was permitted to work on
the monument. Although Seth was rattled to be confronted by them, he later relished
telling the story.





The Machine Room

This area was inaccessible to 
tourists as a result we had a unique 

opportunity to see and work in it.



An exciting moment occurred in the machine room when one of the elevators briefly broke 
down. That was when we heard the machinists swearing because it interrupted their coffee 
break, while they scrambled to fix it. Seth claimed I broke La Tour Eiffel!





Map of the machine room



I did indeed think of bringing a soldering gun. But I was suspicious that I would not get it past airport 
security. While I hoped that my inability to ask where to find one in Paris would not be necessary 
unfortunately our worst case scenario happened when one of the leads to a monitor broke. I stared 
at the problem for a long time while Seth’s loud chewing of his peppermint gum kept interrupting my 
concentration. I then turned to him and asked him for his wet wad. With confusion writ large across 
his face he relinquished it to me. I applied it to the sensor and when it dried it worked! Lesson 
learned, when the soldering job fails, use chewing gum!



ON THE PEAK!

Here we heard the squeals of Irish school children shrieking 
over and over again “holy crum, holy crum the Eiffel 
Tower!”



View of the Champs de Mars





View of the Champs de Mars



The works in Under Voices are based on the unseen and usually
ignored aspects of the structure, yet these are what form its living
energy: Here are the voices of the Eiffel Tower.

Under Voices (5:58) The autumn wind in full force at the tower's summit is a powerful experience, requiring
strength to stand up against it as it blows through the iron beams. Yet while, you can feel it and hear a high pitched
whistling, most of the wind's energy is spent sending shock waves and vibrations through the tower's structure,
largely unnoticed, but very much there. Under Voices is the unheard song of the tower in the wind.

Crypto Keys (3:10) The Eiffel Tower is not just a tourist attraction. It has been involved in communication and
counterespionage in two world wars because it is one of the tallest radio towers in the world. This piece is based
on DMTF tones encoding information about the tower as well as busts of encrypted shortwave communications of
multinational origin, creating a collage of acoustic cryptology.

The Wind and the Accordionist (2:38) Edith Piaf is a historical icon of French music. Her voice in combination with
the tones of the accordion evoke a traditional vision of Paris. This piece weaves samples of her classic songs with
the sounds of the wind through the tower to create a sonic mosaic of culture, architecture and nostalgia.

Memory Strains (4:08) The elevators are the vessels that have carried people up and down the tower's living body
for over a century and the operators are their guardians. These people have heard snatches of millions of lives in a
multitude of languages for over a hundred years. Memory Strains pays homage to these lives with acoustic
fragments that flicker by creating a vertical flow of sound.



Credits 

Chief Technical Officer, photographer and sound design: Seth S. Horowitz, PhD, Co-
Founder of NeuroPop

Creative Director: Lance Massey, Co-Founder of NeuroPop and composer of the T-Mobile 
ring tone. 

Technical Team: France Languérand, Cyril Lecomte, Matthieu André, Sylvan Daval, 
Stephanie Jeanjean, Tony Regazzoni, Florian Sumi, Paul Welsh 

Consultant: Simmons Multisensory Laboratories, Brown University, Providence, RI USA



Movies

UnderVoices: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=buuvD6T7MWU
The autumn wind in full force at the tower's summit is a powerful experience, 
requiring strength to stand up again it as it blows through the iron beams. Yet 
while you can feel it and hear a high pitched whistling, most of the wind's energy 
is spent sending shock waves and vibrations through the tower's structure, largely 
unnoticed, but very much there. Under Voices is the unheard song of the tower in 
the wind.

Memory Strains: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yEs8IrIBvT4
"Memory Strains" is created from the viewpoint of the elevators of Eiffel Tower 
and created from original sound recordings made from this famous Parisian 
monument. The elevators are the vessels that have carried people up and down 
the tower's living body for over a century, and the operators are their guardians. 
These people have heard snatches of millions of lives in numerous languages for 
over a hundred years. "Memory Strains" pays homage to these lives with acoustic 
fragments that flicker by creating a vertical flow of sound.  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=buuvD6T7MWU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yEs8IrIBvT4
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China Blue-UnderVoices, DeBug, August 24, 2009, “An ambitious and very successful project,” 
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Further Noise Review, February 2009, 
http://www.furthernoise.org/index.php?url=page.php&ID=281&iss=77

Personal Email from Paul Hasegawa-Overacker, Producer of Guest of Cindy Sherman and 
writer for Art Net:  

"Her work is real art. It can affect my emotional environment. The complex sonic 
layering is calming, bright, elevating and woven with a rich visual palette.  Brilliant 
work in the vein of early Terry Riley."

http://de-bug.de/reviews/36482.html
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